Abstract -The aim of this paper is to develop and evaluate a novel imaging method [spatial gradient sparse in frequency domain (SSF)] for the reconstruction of activation sequences of ventricular arrhythmia from noninvasive body surface potential map (BSPM) measurements. We formulated and solved the electrocardiographic inverse problem in the frequency domain, and the activation time was encoded in the phase information of the imaging solution. A cellular automaton heart model was used to generate focal ventricular tachycardia (VT). Different levels of Gaussian white noise were added to simulate noisecontaminated BSPM. The performance of SSF was compared with that of weighted minimum norm inverse solution. We also evaluated the method in a swine model with simultaneous intracardiac and body surface recordings. Four reentrant VTs were observed in pigs with myocardial infarction generated by left anterior descending artery occlusion. The imaged activation sequences of reentrant VTs were compared with those obtained from intracardiac electrograms. In focal VT simulation, SSF has increased the correlation coefficient (CC) by 5% and decreased localization errors (LEs) by 2.7 mm on average under different noise levels. In the animal validation with reentrant VT, SSF has achieved an average CC of 88% and an average LE of 6.3 mm in localizing the earliest and latest activation site in the reentry circuit. Our promising results suggest that the SSF provides noninvasive imaging capability of detecting and mapping macro-reentrant circuits in 3-D ventricular space. The SSF may become a useful imaging tool of identifying and localizing the potential targets for ablation of focal and reentrant VT.
I. INTRODUCTION
V ENTRICULAR arrhythmias are defined as abnormal heart rhythms (arrhythmias) that originate from the lower chambers of the heart (ventricles). In the present study, we classify ventricular arrhythmias into categories based on their periodicity. Referring to the international consensus document on VT/VF ablation [1] , a periodic arrhythmia can be non-sustained VT or sustained VT (Duration Classification), can be monomorphic VT, an episode from multiple monomorphic VT, a segment of pleomorphic VT or ventricular flutter (Morphology of QRS complexes Classification), and can be clinical VT, incessant VT, repetitive monomorphic VT or an episode of VT storm (Clinical Characteristics Classification). The common property is a segment of relatively stable VT originating from the same origin or generated by the same reentrant circuit. The body surface ECGs of periodic arrhythmias listed above can be the direct input to our proposed imaging algorithm. On the other hand, VTs with dynamically changing QRS configurations and VF which has a totally chaotic morphology are aperiodic and cannot be the direct input to our imaging algorithm. This is because we lose the time resolution by formulating and solving the problem in the frequency domain. Single heartbeat such as premature ventricular complexes (PVC) could also be the input since a VT train can be generated by concatenating the same heartbeat multiple times. In summary, our proposed imaging algorithm may not be directly applied when the VTs are generated by continuing changing reentrant circuits or when VF occurs. Given the low incidences of the above cases, our proposed imaging technique is aimed at reconstructing activation sequences in a majority of ventricular arrhythmias.
Catheter ablation is one of the therapeutic options to treat ventricular arrhythmias. Before applying radiofrequency energy in the arrhythmogenic area, endocardial mapping is usually performed to identify the target of ablation depending on the mechanism of the arrhythmia. For focal VTs, the target of ablation is the point with the earliest activation. Endocardial activation mapping techniques can create a surface activation time colored map by assigning an activation time to each spatial point. For reentrant VTs, entrainment mapping is usually considered as a supplement to activation mapping. For reentrant VTs related to scar from prior myocardial infarction (scar-related VTs), substrate mapping is useful in determining the anatomical substrates that could lead to VTs by creating a 3D amplitude map of local electrograms. Regions with low potentials (<1.5 mV) are considered pathological [2] , [3] . Pace mapping could be used to locate the origins of focal VTs and reentrant VTs, but it is less precise than activation mapping. The aforementioned endocardial mapping techniques are invasive and limited by both time and the inability to assess activations in midmyocardial and epicardial regions. Cardiac electrical imaging technique is a promising approach that can noninvasively reconstruct activation sequences or action potentials of the whole heart. By detecting the earliest activated location, it allows the physician to know the arrhythmia mechanism and the potential area of ablation before inserting a catheter into the heart, thus improving the effectiveness and efficiency of catheter ablation and reducing overall procedure time. By reconstructing action potentials, it could also identify regions with low potentials and estimate the extent of myocardial infarction.
Noninvasive cardiac electrical imaging involves solving the inverse problem of electrocardiography. In the past decades, a number of efforts have been made in this field, which can be classified based on different aspects. 1) The input could be body surface potentials [4] - [35] or endocardial potentials [36] , [37] . Using body surface potentials as input is predominant because of a larger covering area with more electrodes. Using endocardial potentials does not belong to noninvasive cardiac electrical imaging technique by a narrower definition.
2) The source model could be a single moving dipole model [5] , [11] , [21] or equivalent distributed source model [6] , [9] , [14] , [32] .
3) The solution space could be twodimensional [4] , [6] , [9] , [12] , [13] , [22] , [28] , [34] , [38] or three-dimensional [16] - [18] , [20] , [23] - [27] , [29] - [33] , [35] , [39] . Since He and coworkers' early work to solve ECG inverse imaging in 3D heart [7] , [8] , [10] , [40] , several approaches have been taken to address the challenge of imaging cardiac electrical activity in 3D space or throughout the myocardium. Such as approach is desirable since cardiac electrical propagation is inhomogeneous and varies across the myocardium, and arrhythmias may originate from epicardial or endocardial sites or from the mid-myocardial wall. 4) The information to formulate a constraint in order to deal with the ill-posed property of the inverse problem could be physiological knowledge [8] , [39] or physical knowledge [6] , [14] , [32] . Physiological knowledge such as the prior knowledge of cardiac electrical activity, fiber orientation and statistical knowledge from body surface potentials could help a lot in solving the inverse problem and achieving a global optimum. But it is also limited by incorporating into the physiological knowledge when the state of the heart is complicated or could not be evaluated accurately. Physical knowledge includes the geometry of the heart and the physical relationship between cardiac sources and body surface electrodes. It is robust in the sense of its applicability. 5) The unit of solution could be time (activation sequence) [9] , [15] , [32] , [14] or potential (endocardial or epicardial potential [4] , [6] , [28] and transmural potential [17] , [24] , [35] , [39] ). The activation time of each myocardial cell is defined as the time of arrival of the depolarization phase of action potential, which is of clinical interest since it may depict the electrical activation sequence in the heart. The region with the earliest activation time is considered as the origin of an arrhythmia. Activation sequence reflects electrical propagation pathways of ventricular arrhythmias. On the other hand, more parameters could be derived from the reconstructed potentials and usually the amplitude of the potential is a marker for identifying infarction or slow-conduction zone [34] , [35] . 6) The norm of the constraint could be L2-norm [6] , [14] , [28] , L1-norm [29] , [32] or a norm in between [25] . L2-norm is based on the minimization of energy resulting from the consensus that a stable state usually possesses the least energy. L1-norm is usually associated with sparsity. Sparsity could appear either in space or in time depending on which property is pursued. To solve the inverse problem, a problem with L2-norm constraints is easy to solve and is guaranteed with a global optimum. However, a problem with L1-norm or other norms is hard to find an optimum and requires some special algorithms to search the solution space and find a solution. The solution will be smooth if it is L2-norm, and sparse if it is L1-norm. A norm between 1 and 2 will result in a smoothness in between these two.
Reconstructing cardiac activation sequences is a type of inverse imaging in which the aim is to find the site with the earliest activation time. Approaches combining time and frequency domain analysis have shown promise in brain source imaging [41] , [42] . In addition to combining different dimensions, solving the inverse problem in the frequency domain [43] , [44] has shown merits in imaging brain oscillation.
In the present study, we have developed a physicalknowledge-based method on a projected edge dipole model (derived from equivalent distributed dipole model) to reconstruct activation sequences for periodic arrhythmias from body surface potentials noninvasively. We conducted a series of computer simulations to evaluate the developed method in imaging ventricular arrhythmias. We also conducted animal studies to validate the approach in a swine model with infarction using simultaneously recorded intracardiac electrograms.
II. METHODS

A. Forward Modeling and Equivalent Current Density on Edge in a Tetrahedron Model
The equivalent current density j eq , defined as in (1) , can serve as a cardiac current source for computing the field potential [14] , [32] .
where G i is the intracellular effective conductivity tensor and φ m is the transmembrane potential. Based on the bi-domain theory [45] , the electrical field of the assumed quasi-static condition is governed by:
where G i and G e are the intracellular and extracellular effective conductivity tensors, φ e is the extracellular potential, and φ m is the transmembrane potential. The whole ventricular myocardium is divided into N distributed current sources. At each current source's location, an orthogonal triple dipole represents the local vector field of equivalent current density with an arbitrary direction. By applying the boundary element method (BEM) [46] , [47] , (2) can be linearized into a discrete matrix form:
where is an M × 1 vector of body surface potentials at M electrodes, J is a 3N × 1 vector of equivalent current density at N orthogonal triple dipoles, and L is an
with L i as an M × 3 matrix representing the electric lead field between M electrodes and 3 moments of i th dipole. During normal cardiac activation, a myocardial cell is activated periodically. Its transmembrane potential, along with magnitude of the equivalent current density, fluctuates at a given frequency. Incorporating this periodicity into our imaging scheme requires directly constraining the magnitude of an orthogonal triple dipole, thereby increasing the complexity of solving the inverse problem and limiting the possible transformation that could be applied to the formulation. Therefore, we propose a new tetrahedron model in which the edge center represents the equivalent current density.
A Delaunay triangulation was used to transform the N distributed dipoles into tetrahedrons. The long edges that connect two dipoles farther than the threshold of the distance were detected and deleted, since their centers were not confined to the ventricular myocardium. The threshold was estimated by calculating distances between each dipole and all the other dipoles. After removing tetrahedrons with long edges, the edges that do not belong to any remaining tetrahedrons were further deleted. Therefore, a clean tetrahedron model was created and it was plotted for a manual check to ensure there was no cavity in the model; otherwise a looser threshold would be chosen to generate a new tetrahedron model.
Since the edge centers serve as the new current sources, the transfer matrix needs to be updated as well. For the k th edge that connects i th dipole and j th dipole, the lead field between this edge and m th body surface electrode is defined as: 
where is an M × 1 vector of body surface potentials at Melectrodes, J E is a K ×1 vector of equivalent current density at K edge centers, and L E is an M × K transfer matrix.
B. Spatial Gradient Sparse in Frequency Domain and Activation Time
A periodic signal is characterized by its main oscillating frequency and phase in the frequency domain. When the whole ventricular myocardium is activated in sequence, there is a delay in the time domain and a phase shift in the frequency domain. Based on the linearity of (5) and the time shift property of Fourier transform, (5) can be transformed into the frequency domain, and the phase of each edge current source corresponds to its activation time.
Expand (5) to get (6) , as shown at the bottom of this page. Apply Fourier transform to (6) and substitute into main oscillating frequency ω 0 (7), as shown at the bottom of this page.
Thus, in the frequency domain, (5) is expressed as:
where
Because there is one main oscillating frequency in the heart that dominates the propagation of activation, ω 0 is omitted in the following equations and is determined by detecting the frequency with the maximum power in the power spectrum excluding the direct current component.
Suppose we extract amplitude and phase from the main frequency ω 0 , in the time domain J e i (t − t i ) can be expressed as A i cos(ω 0 t − t i ), and its Fourier transform will be:
From (10), the phase of the complex vector F J E (ω 0 ) is proportional to the time delay in the activation sequence.
Starting from the earliest activated site to the latest activated site, the time delay t i ranges from 0 to T (cycle length of the periodic cardiac activity), and the phase shift ranges from 0 to 2π. A phase of π corresponds to a point of minimum deflection (activation time) for a sine wave. So, the phase of the earliest activated site is π. The phase of other regions that are activated later will have a phase between π and 3 π depending on where they are in the cycle. Since the phase range of π to 3 π is equivalent to a phase range of -π to π, the phase from the earliest activated site to the latest activated site is from -π to π. In reentrant VT, a sudden change between -π and π exists because the earliest site is close to the latest site. In focal VT, this sudden change appears after flipping (-π to 0 being flipped to 0 to -π, 0 to π being flipped to π to 0). Mathematically, this sudden change between -π and π always exists. On the other hand, in the time domain, the heart is divided into the activated region and the region to be activated at any time point during activation. In the frequency domain, the phase jump is a reflection of the state of the heart within a certain period of time (a time segment of signals used for analysis). Physiologically, it is a relatively stable marker. In 3-dimensional space, this results in a spatial gradient sparse of phase in the myocardium that could be utilized as a constraint in the reconstruction of activation time.
C. Weighted Spatial Gradient Sparse Reconstruction
Equation (8) formulates a forward problem that connects distributed edge current sources with body surface potentials in the frequency domain. Given body surface measurements and the lead field, solving the equivalent current density cannot be done by a direct matrix inversion because this is a highly ill posed problem with a strict null space. The effects of sources deep into the myocardium cannot be distinguished from the effects produced by sources near the surface without the addition of prior knowledge. Regularization needs to be added to obtain a unique and stable solution, and the constraint terms are usually based on the physiological property of the heart [7] , [39] or the physical property of the cardiac model [14] , [32] . A solution that achieves the minimum energy is considered as feasible and stable, hence it is widely used in cardiac electrical imaging [6] , [15] . In our proposed method, a weighted spatial gradient sparse is applied:
W is a depth weighting matrix to balance deep sources in the heart model, G is a numerical first order gradient matrix, R is a set including all the neighboring current sources' indices of a current source, and r is the number of elements in set R. Neighboring sources are determined by calculating spatial distances between one source and all other sources and sorting them in an ascending order. λ is the regularization parameter, which can be determined by L-curve method [48] , [49] . r determines how wide the smooth region will be in the final solution, and λ balances between the residual term and the spatial sparse term. They are both data-driven. For noisy data, a small r and λ will be very sensitive to the noise. Therefore, a larger r and λ is desirable for experimental data and a smaller r and λ is suitable for simulation data (their range is usually from 1 to 10). Also, r should not be too large to lose the sparse property in the solution.
It is notable that the spatial gradient sparse constraint is applied to F J E which is a complex vector, not to the phase of F J E . This is because the mathematical expression of phase is nonlinear and will result in a non-convex problem that is hard to solve and that requires special algorithms to deal with. However, (11)-(13) formulates a convex problem that can be solved with CVX, a MATLAB package specialized in solving convex programs [50] , [51] . It is also notable that the spatial gradient is applied inside L1-norm, not outside. So the constraint term won't be 0 between neighboring nodes that have the same amplitude but different phases. When F J E is obtained, phase is calculated, and linearly rescaled to a range of 0 to T for reentrant VTs. In the application of focal VT, phase is first flipped back to the range of -π to π, then is linearly rescaled to 0 to T. Activation time is obtained by multiplying the phase with the cycle length T (estimated from the butterfly plot of body surface ECGs) divided by 2 π, and the 3D activation sequence is thereby constructed.
The proposed method is named SSF (Spatial gradient Sparse in the Frequency domain) for later references in this paper. This method uses the same forward model for the forward and inverse calculations. The current formulation is a spatial weighted form of Total Variation [29] , [52] in the frequency domain. Before we came to current formulation, other potential formulations were considered. First, L2-norm on the constraint term rendered a reentry pattern into a focal pattern in reentrant VT since the distance between the earliest and the latest activation site is so large (>50 mm) that it is not reasonable to consider it as a reentry pattern anymore. For focal VT, L2-norm constraint in the frequency domain was able to reconstruct activation sequences with a larger localization error and a smaller correlation coefficient compared with SSF. Second, the weighting matrix W reduces the spatial bias towards superficial nodes and penalizes superficial nodes. Since we want to apply a constraint on spatial gradient, a depth weighting matrix in the constraint term is critical. Lastly, standard total variation in time domain cannot be applied to reconstruct the activation sequence of a reentrant VT since it is very difficult to pick up the correct time segment of a reentrant VT beat. It has the same limitation as the WMN method in the time domain.
D. Computer Simulation of Focal Ventricular Tachycardia
To simulate a focal ventricular tachycardia (VT) train, a realistic anisotropic ventricle model was used [10] . In brief, a cellular automaton heart model incorporating generalized anisotropy (including myocardial fiber orientations and conduction velocities) was constructed from CT images of a human subject and was discretized into 30,083 cardiac automatons with a side length of 1.5 mm. The action potential was set individually, and the equivalent current density was calculated by multiplying the myocardial conductivity tensor with the spatial gradient of the instantaneous action potential [14] . The cellular automatons were grouped into 3,887 dipoles according to their segment number. This yields a single beat activation model with a time resolution of the generated current density of 1 millisecond. Finally, the tetrahedron model was built upon this dipole model, and the equivalent current density on each edge was calculated by a spatial projection of the two dipoles' components that are connected with this edge.
A single-site pacing simulation protocol was applied to mimic focal VTs. In total, 12 pacing sites were selected based on the anatomical structure of the ventricles, namely in the basal posterior (BP), basal septum (BS), basal left wall (BLW), basal right wall (BRW), basal anterior (BA), middle septum (MS), middle posterior (MP), middle left wall (MLW), middle right wall (MRW), middle anterior (MA), apical anterior (AA) and apical posterior (AP) regions. For each single-site pacing simulation, the time courses of all current densities on edges were plotted to determine the beginning and end of a single-beat activation. The time segment of the activation was extracted and concatenated 100 times to form a chain. The whole series of current density was filtered by a zero-phase bandpass filter between 1 Hz and 10 Hz. Since VT is defined as a heart rate higher than 120 bpm, down-sampling to the filtered VT train was done to represent a heart rate of 120 bpm.
The piece-wise homogeneous boundary element model of a heart-torso model was built by using commercial software (Curry 6.0, Neuroscan, North Carolina, USA) based on the torso and lungs segmented from MRI images a standard high-resolution male torso (ViP V2.0 IT'IS Foundation, Zürich, Switzerland). 208 body surface electrodes, which were recorded from a human subject, were placed on the front and back of this standard male body surface, and were registered with the heart-torso model. The lead field between dipoles and electrodes was transformed to the lead field between edge sources and electrodes. The body surface potentials of a focal VT train were generated by multiplying the VT train of current density with the lead field.
Gaussian white noise of various SNR levels (5, 10, 20 and 40 dB) were added to the forward calculated body surface potentials to simulate ECG signals collected in a clinical setting. Fourier transform of the final simulated body surface potentials of the focal VT train on all electrodes was used to calculate the power across different frequencies. The main oscillating frequency was determined from the total power spectrum (sum of power spectrums of all electrodes). Equation (11) to (13) were used to solve the inverse problem in the frequency domain, and the activation sequence was reconstructed accordingly. The schematic diagram of the above computer simulation is presented in Fig. 1 .
Besides evaluating SSF on a simulated focal VT train by concatenating 100 times of the same activation time segment of current densities, effects of frequency variation and the size of pacing were also investigated. For frequency variation simulation study, pacing at the basal left wall (BLW) at a Gaussian noise level of 20 dB was selected. We used MATLAB to randomly generate 100 different cycle lengths that fall into a normal distribution. The mean value of cycle length is the original simulated cycle length that corresponds to a frequency of 2 Hz. The standard deviation parameter sigma was set to 0, 1, 5, 8, 10 or 20 each time. Then the current densities of the focal VT train with frequency distribution were multiplied with lead field, and Gaussian noise was added to generate body surface potentials at 20 dB SNR. SSF was applied to reconstruct the activation sequences. For each sigma, simulation was done 10 times to obtain an average performance of SSF since the distribution of cycle length was randomly generated.
The effect of the size of pacing was evaluated by pacing simultaneously at 1, 5, 10, 20 or 40 neighboring sites in space around the original single pacing site. We changed the size of pacing for each original single pacing site (12 pacing sites throughout the ventricles). We also evaluated different SNRs (5, 10, 20 and 40 dB).
E. Application to Reentrant Ventricular Tachycardia in a Swine Model 1) Experimental Procedure: To apply the proposed method to reentrant VT, four female pigs (57.8 ± 4.0 kg) with late myocardial infarction (MI) were studied under a protocol with simultaneous body surface potential mapping and 3D intracardiac mapping [53] , [54] . The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
The study flowchart is shown in Fig. 2 . Left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery occlusion for 150 minutes was performed. A month later serial echocardiography studies were performed and nine weeks after MI, anatomical MRI and delay-enhanced MRI images were obtained to construct the swine heart-torso model and to identify myocardial fibrosis regions respectively (Panel B in Fig. 3) .
On the day of mapping, 10 weeks after MI, pigs were anesthetized and 128 body surface electrodes were placed on the front chest and back of the pig to record body surface potentials at a sampling rate of 1 kHz. The locations of body surface electrodes were digitized using an electromagnetic 3D digitizer (Fastrak, Polhemus Inc., Colchester, VT, USA). A 7F EP catheter was inserted into the RV (via the femoral vein) for pacing. After several minutes of signal recording with adequate signal quality, the heart was exposed via median sternotomy. Up to 70 transmural plunge-needle electrodes were inserted throughout the left ventricle (LV), the right ventricle (RV), and the septum, with greater electrode density in and around the MI. Each plunge-needle electrode was made of epoxy fiberglass strands (0.7 mm diameter in the heart and 0.6 mm diameter before the right angle) with 50-μm diameter silver electrodes with the most epicardial electrode 1 mm beneath the surface. RV plunges contained 3 electrodes 2 mm apart (depth of 5 mm), LV plunges contained 6 electrodes 2 mm apart (depth of 11 cm), and septal plunges contained 6 electrodes 3.5 mm apart (depth of 18.5 mm). The sternotomy incision was then closed so that unipolar electrograms were recorded simultaneously with body surface potentials in a closed-chest condition (Panel D in Fig. 3 ). Rapid single-site pacing and burst pacing was done to induce reentrant VT (as previously defined [55] in the swine heart.
After the mapping study, the heart was excised with all the plunge-needle electrodes in situ and was pressure perfused and then fixed in formalin. Each plunge-needle was replaced by color-coded plastic brush bristles (Panel G in Fig. 3 ) that were localized by careful digitization as described in [56] .
2) Data Analysis: The ventricle geometry and torso were segmented from anatomical MRI images by commercial software (Curry 6.0, Neuroscan, North Carolina, USA) and the body surface electrodes were registered to the torso surface based on several anatomical landmarks (Panel C in Fig. 3 ). The BEM model was built to relate body surface electrodes with distributed cardiac sources. A segment of body surface potentials with reentrant VT (Panel E in Fig. 3 ) was used for imaging the reentrant circuit. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) was used for extracting the main components with SNR higher than 1 to further filter signals after a bandpass filter of 1 and 30 Hz. Finally, a 3D activation sequence was reconstructed by the proposed method (Panel F in Fig. 3) .
Since intracardiac mapping results were used for the validation of the activation sequence, intracardiac electrograms of several reentrant VT beats were analyzed. After bandpass filtering the unipolar signals, the first derivative was calculated for each channel. The time with the maximum negative first derivative was automatically detected as the activation time. By combining the activation time with the positions of plunge-needle electrodes, the 3D activation time maps of reentrant VT beats were constructed (Panel H in Fig. 3) . Finally, the plunge-needle electrodes were registered with the ventricle model, and the activation time was interpolated spatially to the ventricle model to obtain 3D intracardiac activation time maps (Panel I in Fig. 3 ).
F. Statistical Analysis
For computer simulation of focal VT, the evaluation was made between the simulated activation sequence and the imaged activation sequence. The correlation coefficient (CC) and relative error (RE) were computed to quantify the agreement of the overall activation pattern. Localization error (LE) was also computed to evaluate the targeting performance of the proposed method. In the time domain, we had proposed two methods to localize the origins of PVC or focal VT: one was based on the WMN [14] ; the other introduced temporal sparse into the formulation [32] . Considering the computational effort, we compared the imaging performance of the proposed method with that of the WMN on the same source model. For the WMN method, a single focal VT beat was used for the analysis. It was also evaluated with the simulated activation sequence to calculate imaging statistics. WMN was applied to 10 focal VT beats to get the average performance of pacing at each site with a certain noise level.
For animal experiment of reentrant VT, the evaluation was made between the measured intracardiac activation sequence and the imaged activation sequence.
CC, RE and LE are defined as follows:
where AT i and MT i represent the imaged and measured (or simulated) activation time at i th cardiac source,ĀT and MT are the average of the two activation sequences, and S I and S M are the spatial locations of imaged and measured earliest (or latest) activation time sites respectively. Table I summarizes the imaging statistics of WMN and SSF under different noise levels. As SNR decreases, the performance of WMN declines. However, SSF manages to maintain good performance unaffected by the noise level.
III. RESULTS
A. Computer Simulation of Focal Ventricular Tachycardia
The average CC and LE of 12 single-site pacing simulations are also plotted in the top row of Fig. 4 . As for RE, there is no significant difference between the two methods. The RE among different noise levels varies less in SSF than that in WMN. This is due to the way the activation time in SSF was calculated. The cycle length of a beat was first determined Fig. 4 .
Comparison of imaging statistics between SSF and WMN in 12 single-site pacing simulation of focal VT. The top row shows the average CC and LE of all the 12 pacing sites. The second and bottom rows present four cases that SSF has improved the imaging performance significantly. The triangle mark denotes the WMN method, and the square mark denotes the SSF method. CC is plotted in orange lines and LE is shown in blue lines.
from the butterfly plot of body surface potentials. Then the phase of SSF with a range of 0 to 2π was multiplied by this cycle length to transfer it into activation time. Therefore, there was no time shrinkage in SSF. Two factors that influence the value of RE are the shape of distribution and the absolute error. SSF with no time shrinkage has less variation in the absolute error so it also varies little in the value of RE.
Among the 12 single-site pacing simulations, four cases were considered difficult and usually had low CCs and LEs: basal septum (BS), middle septum (MS), middle posterior (MP) and middle left wall (MLW). Their imaging statistics are shown in the middle and bottom rows in Fig. 4 , and the 3D activation sequences are presented in Fig. 5 . For the first two cases, the difficulty came from the pacing source lying in the middle region of the heart. On the body surface, the initiation part of the excitation is almost cancelled out by the cardiac electric propagation along two opposite directions. Therefore, the signal is very weak on the body surface, and is harder to visualize by the imaging process. This is why the activation time maps of BS and MS target the earliest activation sites to the sites that are slightly later in time than the true earliest activation site. WMN tended to assign a single source while SSF was able to obtain a balance in space as shown in the middle column of BS and MS in Fig. 5 . While calculating the earliest activation site, this spatial balance led to a smaller LE and a higher CC. Since the LV is more remote from the front body surface than the RV anatomically in human, the pacing source in MP or MLW is considered as a deep source and would be harder to detect. This is where SSF outperformed WMN; both CC and LE were improved by using SSF. The imaging results are presented in the bottom two rows for MP and MLW in Fig. 5 (C and D) . SSF and WMN share the same color bar in each panel. In general, SSF performed better than WMN, and SSF improved the performance the most in these four cases.
Simulation of frequency variation produces the results in Fig. 6 . The left panel shows the average of CC and RE, and the right panel presents average LE and the number of simulation among 10 times that generates either a negative CC or a CC less than 50% (Bad simulation). The results of bad simulation were not included when calculating average of CC, RE and LE in Fig. 6 . As the standard deviation of frequency distribution increases, the number of bad simulations increases as well. Starting from sigma = 8, there is at least a 40% probability for SSF being unable to reconstruct the activation sequences correctly. Even for sigma = 5, SSF could not obtain reasonable results one out of ten times. SSF is reliable when sigma < 5. The underlying reason is because of the frequency distribution in the power spectrum. When sigma is large, it is more unlikely to find a focused peak with the maximum power in the power spectrum as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 9 . If the peak is split, the frequency with the maximum power could not represent the activity of the majority in the heart. This finding supports our statement in the Introduction that SSF is good for reconstructing activation sequences in a relatively stable VT train without too much variation in cycle lengths. Figure 7 summarizes simulation results when changing the pacing size and noise level. The mean value (the height) and the standard deviation (the color) of each bar were calculated by averaging among 12 pacing sites (size = 1) or segments (size > 1). Along the dimension of pacing size, smaller size usually generates higher CC, lower RE and smaller LE. Along the dimension of SNR, higher SNR usually produces higher CC, lower RE and smaller LE.
B. Reentrant VT in a Swine Model
The physiological statistics of the four pigs are shown in Table II including the average infarct extent estimated from delay-enhanced MRI images Swine 1 had the highest ejection fraction and the smallest chamber dimensions post-MI due to having the smallest infarct of the group. Table III summarizes the imaging statistics. In total, 4 long stable reentrant VTs were recorded and analyzed. We did not observe any reentrant VT induced by programmed electrical stimulation (PES) in Swine 1, which may be due to its smaller average infarct extent. Two reentrant VTs in Swine 2, one in Swine 3 and one in Swine 4 were successfully induced by PES. They were recorded by the plunge-needle electrodes and the body surface electrodes simultaneously. We compared the imaged activation sequences with those obtained from the intracardiac unipolar electrograms. The average CC was 88.00 ± 4.83 %, the average RE was 0.23 ± 0.03, the average LE of the earliest activated site was 6.3 ± 1.9 mm and the average LE of the latest activated site was 6.3 ± 3.4 mm. Two reentrant VTs in Swine 2 were more stable compared to the other two reentrant VTs, therefore a longer segment of body surface signals and 3D mapping data were used for analysis in Swine 2. The main oscillating frequency was estimated from the power spectrum of the analyzed body surface signals (Middle column in Fig. 9) , and on average, ω 0 was 5.12 Hz (equal to 307 beats per minute). The intracardiac mapping results of one of the reentrant VTs from swine 2 (S2RVT1) are presented in Fig. 8 .
The VT beat analyzed is framed in a red rectangle at top left. The two reentry loops that comprised a figure 8 reentry circuit are depicted in the left middle row with the unipolar electrogram of each channel presented on the right. The activation time is defined as the time with the maximum negative first derivative, which is marked by a red vertical line with its corresponding time in ms shown directly above. Activation from sites A-B-C-D-E-F-G and back to A forms an anterior top loop that passes through the LV, the septum and the RV. Reentrant loop A-H-I-J-K-G-A forms another lateral loop that circulates in the RV. Individual unipolar electrograms are shown at right. Conduction block is denoted by a black rectangle between sites A and G. The 3D color map of intracardiac activation time is at bottom left, with red representing earliest activation and blue representing latest activation. Here the anterior loop is denoted by two black dashed lines and the lateral loop is shown in the orange dashed curves. The cross-section view of this color map is at right with one sagittal view on the bottom left corner. The view of the anterior loop is exactly the same as that of the 3D color map. Figure 9 provides plots of ECG Lead II and the total power spectrums (used to determine the main oscillating frequency) of the four reentrant VTs. The last column is the Signalto-Noise Ratio (SNR) determined from the power spectrum. Signal refers to the power amplitude of the main oscillating frequency, namely the maximum power amplitude in the plot. It is marked with a red star in the figure. The noise is the largest amplitude of power excluding the main frequency and its harmonics (a wave with a frequency that is a positive integer multiple of the main frequency) which is indicated by the black arrow. Figure 10 illustrates the imaging results of the four reentrant VTs. Each panel represents one reentrant VT. Within each panel, the measured 3D intracardiac activation time maps are listed in the first row. The corresponding imaged activation sequences are presented in the second row with color-coding from red to the blue. The yellow star denotes the earliest activated site and the orange star denotes the latest activated site. In the third row, the infarct area is shown in red inside the ventricular myocardium and the infarct extent was estimated from the delay-enhanced MRI images of the heart. Three rows share identical lightening and 3D view. The settings of cross sectional views of the measured and infarction are exactly the same. The cross-section views of the imaged results were chosen to show the earliest and the latest activated sites. The pathways of three of the four reentrant VTs were formed in the anterior border, and one was in the posterior border. Plunge-needle electrodes were more densely placed in the anterior side, while there were fewer electrodes posteriorly. This explains why in Swine 3 the distance between the earliest and latest activation site in imaging results was longer than that in the measured results. In the other three reentrant VTs, the distances were similar between the imaged and measured results.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Property of SSF To our knowledge, SSF is the first 3D imaging method designed for imaging periodic ventricular arrhythmias especially for imaging activation sequences of reentrant VT. The constraint is formulated based on spatial gradient sparse in the frequency domain that leads to a higher spatial similarity between imaged and simulated (or measured) activation sequences.
SSF is built on a tetrahedron model that is transformed from the distributed rotating dipole model. In the time domain, the time segment of a reentrant beat used for analysis is difficult to determine since this is a reoccurring event within the whole ventricle. The starting time point of a beat in the butterfly plot of body surface potentials is not closely associated with the starting point of a reentrant circuit. This makes it difficult to image the activation sequence of a reentrant circuit using an imaging algorithm developed in the time domain. However, in the frequency domain, the activation sequence is encoded into phase. To express the phase of a cardiac source, a tetrahedron model with edges serving as the new cardiac sources can clearly define the amplitude and phase of the current density, which cannot be done in a rotating dipole model or a standard tetrahedron model. Both the standard tetrahedron model and the distributed rotating dipole model use an orthogonal triple of dipoles to represent the vector field of local equivalent current density with an arbitrary direction. Each axis (x, y and z) has a magnitude and a phase in the frequency domain. If we want to apply constraint on the phase, only the phase of the dipole's magnitude represents the correct phase of the cardiac activity on this dipole. This means we need to transform the variable X to calculate its norm: X = 2 x 2 + y 2 +z 2 , then apply the constraint on the phase of its Fourier transformation. In the formulation of optimization function, this increases the complexity of the expression of optimization function, let alone the spatial gradient sparsity constraint placed on top of it. It will be a non-convex optimization and increases the computational burden substantially. On the other hand, we have tried to solve the magnitude and phase on each axis individually, but because of the inability to constrain on the phase of dipole's magnitude, this method did not work out. In summary, the new tetrahedron model makes it easier to express the phase of dipole's magnitude and renders the optimization function to be a convex optimization problem.
The tetrahedron model and spatial gradient sparse in the frequency domain are the novel features of SSF. The statistics from the focal VT simulation demonstrated the robustness of SSF against noise and a better spatial balance than WMN when imaging deep sources by applying a spatial gradient sparsity constraint. It aims to find a solution that has the least gradient jump in the whole heart (the second term in (11)) while minimizing the difference between measured signals and calculated signals (the first term in (11)), thus reducing the area with earliest activation time. The statistics from the reentrant VT swine study demonstrated that SSF was able to reconstruct the global reentry circuit with good accuracy. By solving one objective function, SSF will obtain the activation time pattern in the heart without other post-processing methods, such as deriving activation time from the time course of equivalent current density or from the transmural potentials.
Based on the above discussion, the imaging approach we proposed-SSF (Spatial gradient Sparse in the Frequency domain)-is novel in five ways. 1) It takes the complex number resulting from Fourier transform as a whole and solves real and imaginary parts together.
2) It imposes a spatial-weighted total variation in the frequency domain as the constraint.
3) The activation time is extracted from the phase, so there is no need to apply peak criteria [14] in the time course to determine the activation time for each source. 4) A projected edge dipole model derived from the distributed rotating dipole model is built to make the proposed algorithm feasible. 5) This is the first time that a 3D reentrant circuit throughout the ventricles can be reconstructed noninvasively by an imaging method.
B. Application to Reentrant VT
Reentry involves the electrical circuit looping back upon itself, and it typically results either from an anatomical obstacle (i.e. scar) in the setting of structural heart disease or from functional conduction block in a normal heart. Within the infarction zone, the myocardium is either electrically inexcitable or with low conduction velocity. In a series of studies on reentrant ventricular arrhythmias in the late MI period in dogs [57] - [62] , researchers have investigated this type of reentrant VTs from a variety of aspects, such as epicardial mapping of reentrant VTs and electrophysiologic-anatomic correlation of reentrant circuits. Infarction in these dogs was created by a ligation on the LAD artery, and experiments were done 3-5 days after the ligation. It has been shown that regardless of the anatomical localization of reentrant circuits (epicardial, intramural, or subendocardial), and their dimension or method (spontaneous or programmed premature stimulation), reentrant excitation typically occurs in a figure 8 configuration [59] .
We tested SSF in a swine model in which the infarction was created by a LAD coronary artery occlusion and the experiments were done 2 months after the occlusion. Based on the location of the infarction and the time duration since MI, our findings were very similar to those from the canine MI model. We observed a figure 8 configuration of reentrant VT circuits in the swine model both from 3D intracardiac mapping (Fig. 8) and from 3D imaging results (Fig. 10) . The infarction zone is comprised of cells with partial depolarization, reduced action potential amplitude and decreased upstroke velocity [58] . The intracardiac electrograms in Fig. 8 show that the VT macroreentrant circuit consisted of myocardial regions with a wide range of action potential amplitudes (from 2 mV to 25 mV), and with a tract of surviving tissue that traverses the infarct [63] .
Inside the infarcted area, there are surviving muscle fibers and strands of fibrous tissue [64] Reentry occurs at the border of the infarct and the larger subendocardial muscle mass [65] . This concept was further supported by comparing the locations of conduction block with the extent of infarction in the ventricles as shown in Fig. 10 . Since the intracardiac mapping results and infarction results shared the same cross section view, the earliest and latest activated sites in the reentrant circuit were located on the border of the infarct and the normal tissue, respectively.
C. Clinical Implication
To terminate reentrant VT via ablation, information such as the central common pathway, VT exit site, and lines of conduction block is needed. Efforts have been made to directly map the reentrant circuit by means of endocardial mapping [63] , [65] , epicardial mapping [57] , [58] or entrainment mapping [66] . However, these approaches are limited by the low resolution and/or the inability to capture the macroreentry throughout the ventricles simultaneously. These invasive procedures also expose patients to prolonged procedure times that can increase peri-procedural risk. Previously, a noninvasive epicardial imaging technique was applied to infarcted canine hearts lying inside a human torso model [67] . It was able to reconstruct the reentry pathway and its key components based on the imaged epicardial potentials. However, the initiation of a reentry beat was detectable only when it reached the epicardium appearing as a breakthrough on the epicardial potential map. Most recently, epicardial and endocardial potentials were reconstructed in patients with reentrant VTs [34] although limiting to the heart surface. We reconstructed the reentrant circuit throughout the 3D myocardium in vivo and compared the results with those from simultaneous 3D intracardiac mapping. We have successfully recorded 4 reentrant VTs in swine and achieved an average CC of 88.00 ± 4.83%, an average RE of 0.23 ± 0.03, an average LE of earliest activated sites of 6.3±1.9 mm, and an average LE of latest activated sites of 6.3±3.4 mm. RF ablation at the exit, central and proximal sites in the reentry circuit (sites identified by this approach) results in a high incidence of termination [66] . Identification of the pathway and the VT exit site of a reentrant VT, which are clearly shown in the 3D imaged activation time maps, should reduce the searching area for ablation and the ablation time, and ultimately help in successful termination of reentrant VT.
D. Study Limitation
Our study is limited by the relatively low number of reentrant VTs studied, but our results were considered among all the VTs studied. Moreover, compared with the VT induction rate in infarcted dogs [58] , we were able to induce reentrant VT in 75% of the infarcted swine studied. The reentrant VTs studied were monomorphic. We did not observe polymorphic VTs in the swine study. Therefore the performance of SSF in imaging polymorphic VT needs to be evaluated in the future. Additional testing of SSF could be done using other datasets that include a volume ventricle model and recordings of BSPM. The spatial resolution of measured activation sequences was limited by the number of plunge-needle electrodes in the myocardium, but the resolution was sufficient to define reentrant VT in all 4 of the infarcted swine. While the positions of plunge-needle electrodes were digitized in vitro, we have used this method with success in a number of prior studies [53] - [56] . Even with these limitations, we have shown that SSF was able to reconstruct activation sequences of a reentrant VT noninvasively and depict the reentry circuit in the swine hearts.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed and developed a novel SSF cardiac electrical imaging approach that reconstructs activation sequences in focal and reentrant VTs by formulating and solving the inverse problem in the frequency domain. We evaluated the performance of SSF through focal VT simulation under a variety of noise levels and demonstrated that SSF achieved better results than WMN. We successfully applied SSF to reentrant VTs in a late MI swine model, for imaging the reentrant circuits in four reentrant VTs. The localization of the VT exit site was supported by previous works. In the future, we will test SSF thoroughly in more complicated cases, such as in animal and human hearts. Noninvasively detecting the central pathway and the exit site of a reentrant circuit would save VT patients from undergoing prolonged procedures and result in a smaller but more accurately delineated ablation region. Further investigation in animal models and in patients will also evaluate its potential for defining arrhythmia mechanisms noninvasively in ways that could improve pharmacologic treatment of VT.
